13-Point Human Rights-Based Revolutionary Agenda
1. Dismantle the Military-Industrial Complex.
Focus on growing the civilian economy; end the permanent war economy. Withdraw US military presence deployed
around the globe and military aid, close international US bases, descale and nationalize arms manufacturers.
2. Public Ownership of Banks.
Banking and credit institutions must operate as a public utility, mandated to serve the people, not the bankers.
Public ownership of the monetary system allows for transparency. Expandable, interest-free credit promotes
growth and stability. Profits generated will be utilized to strengthen economic development and infrastructure.
3. Education Revolution.
Education is not a privilege; it is a human right and a public investment in social capital. Revolutionize the K-12
education curriculum to foster the intellectual capacity of students, cultivating our youth to reach their maximized
potential. Public colleges and state universities must be publicly funded and tuition-free. Cancel all student debt.
4. Green New Deal.
Nationalize the fossil fuel industries. Reallocate fossil fuel revenues as stimulus money for a massive green public
works program, R&D of renewable energy and green infrastructure, and creation of green-collar jobs.
5. Guaranteed Employment and Living Wage.
A right to productive employment and a decent standard of living in every household allows for every member of
society to flourish with equal access and opportunity towards a dignified future without limitations.
6. Strengthen Labor Power and Worker Co-ops.
Strengthen workers right to unionize for improved wages and benefits. Rejuvenate labor power by promoting the
co-operative business model and the creation of local economies based on shared profit and prosperity.
7. Universal Publicly Funded Healthcare.
Fundamental human needs cannot be commoditized. Equal access for all to publicly funded medical care.
8. End Globalization.
Enact a national economic system of trade protectionism. Repeal NAFTA, TPP and international trade agreements.
9. Restructure the Agriculture Industry.
Create a systemic approach for efficient food retention, soil regeneration, organics, local production and
distribution. Reduce environmental impact caused by animal agriculture. Strive towards 100% sustainability.
10. Inheritance Cap for the Super-Rich.
Prevent intergenerational hoarding of wealth and consolidation of power. End the elitist class and restrictive
feedback loop of unequal influence. Assets and resources will be re-invested back into the wellbeing of society.
11. Transparent and Open Government.
Elected officials must be accountable to the people, not private interests. Publicly fund elections. Overturn Citizens
United. Prohibit political action committees and Super PACs from shaping political discussion and public policy.
12. End Police Brutality, Private Prisons and the War on Drugs.
Demilitarize police forces, judicial accountability, promote external civilian oversight, community policing. Eliminate
for-profit imprisonment and a commitment to reducing prison populations. End the trillion-dollar war on drugs.
13. Universal Human Rights.
Human rights are universal and inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, or
immigration status. The U.S. must become committed to being a global leader on human rights and formally ratify
principal international human rights treaties and conventions including The Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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